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06/11/87 indicate that Unit 1 may haveUnit 1 computer logs for 05/20/87 -

operated slightly above 100% of rated thermal power as defined in Technical
Specification Interpretation (TS) 1.25 - Definition of Rated Thermal Power. The

discrepancy was discovered while computer printouts of Unit 1 power history were
being reviewed. In each instance the average power over an eight hour shif t was
greater than 100% ; in the worst case the average was 100.1847%. A cause of Other
has been assigned to this event because the number of decimal places to use in

a ruling on rounding offmeasuring or determining rated thermal power and/or
values had not been established. Also, the particular computer log used in the
determination did not record a representative number of samples, was not intended
for use in determining compliance with TS 1.25, and the statistical averaging of
its data would neither prove nor disprove conclusively whether the unit actuallyi

exceeded 100% average power during particular eight hour periods. A computer

program has been installed which maintains a continuous display of eight hour
average power to preclude future problems of this type.
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INTRODUCTION:

Unit 1 computer logs for May 20, 1987 through June 11, 1987, indicate that Uuf 8;
I may have operated slightly above 100% of rated thermal power as defined in
Technical Specification Interpretation 1.25 Definition of Rated Thertral-

Power, on 20 separate occasions. The discrepancy was discovered while computer
printouts of Unit 1 power history were being reviewed. In each instance the
average power over an eight hour shif t was greater than 100% ; in the worst case
the average was 100.1847%. The average power is normally mainteined at slightly
below 100% power. Since plant processes fluctuate continuously, typically by one
half a percent, the Control Room Operatora found it necessery to round of f the
four decimal display to the closest one half percent. This rounded off value was
the smallest increment that could be confirmed by instrument readings. A computer
program has been installed which maintaina a continuous display of the eight hour
average power to preclude future problems with the number of decimal places used
in computing the average power.

Unit I was in Mode 1 Power Operations, at 100% power, during the time of this
event.

A cause of Other has been assigned to this event because the number of decimal
places to use in measuring or determining rated thermal power and/or a ruling
on rounding off values had not been established. Also, the particular computer
log used in the determination did not record a representative number of
samples, was not intended for use in determining compliance with Technical

'

Specification 1.25, and the statistical averaging of its data would neither
prove nor disprove conclusively whether the unit actually exceeded 100% average
power during particular eight hour periods.

EVALUATION:

Background

Technical Specification Interpretation 1.25 - Definition of Rated Thermal Power,
was prepared and approved to expand on the definition of rated thermal power.
It was based on a memorandum by E. L. Jordan, Assistant Director for Technical
Programs, DROI, OIE, dated August 22, 1980, titled Discussion of "Licensed Power
Level". Included in the interpretation is the following definition:

The average power level as ic.dicated by computer heat balance calculations
over any eight hour shift should not exceed the "full steady state power
level" of 3411 MWT. It is permissible to briefly exceed the "full steady
state licensed power level" by as much as 2% for as long as 15 minutes.
In no case should 102% full power be exceeded except for a nonrecurring

transient situation.
This definition is used at McGuire Nuclear Station wherever "full power". "100%
power", or "rated thermal power" are used in the Technical Specifications.

,, C . . m.
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The Thermal Cutputs Program on the Operator Aid Computer (OAC) [EnStCPU)
calculates a heat balance once each minute, and this value in normally displayed
on a Control Room video display. The Control Room Operator may nelect the display
format of his choice, i.e. in megawatta or percent, and where on the d'. splay the
value is shovo. It is used by Operations to monitor' and control the unit power
icvel. This value is also copied to the data logging progratas once each hour.

There are several data logging programs on the OAC which record various plant
parametern. The Perfornance Log is one of these programs which records 110
parameters once each hour, on the hour. These hourly "snap shots" record data
on plant parameters which are of interest to the engineering staff for trending
purposes. The majority of the data relates to plant efficiency, and includes
the results of the heat balance calculations expressed both in megawatts and
percent of rated thermal power. The data is read by the OAC once each hour,
and stored in a two day write-over type of memory. A printout of the stored
data is manually collected once each day by technical personnel., Since this
program was designed primarily for plant staff which monitors efficiency, no
provisions were made for routine monitoring by the Control Room Operators.

Description of Event,

Operations shift personnel are responsible for maintaining the unit power level
at the prescribed value. The power level is therefore monitored very closely on
a continuous basis. The Operators are fully aware of the definition of ratad
thermal power, and the need to observe its limits. The OAC did not have any
automatic averaging function, so the Operators monitored the eight hour shift
average by performing manual calculations or making a mental note of the power
history. The power level is recorded in a number of documents, but whole
percent values such as 98% or 100% are used, without any decimal values.

The discrepancy was discovered on August 7, 1987 when a printout of the thermal
power data in the Performance Log f or May 20, 19S7 through June 11, 1987 was
made to use while evaluating the effects a feedwater flow constant had on the
thermal power calculation. The eight hour averages of the power lievel were
computed and the values that were above 100% were noted during a review of the
evaluation. By this time, a new OAC program was being installed which
continuously calculates the eight hour average power and displays the result on
a Control Room video display. The new program includes alarms [EIIStALM] to alert
the Operators when the average is exceeding the limit. Installation and shakedewn
of the program were completed by September 1,1987.

|

As a result, no specific action was required to correct the discrepancy and the
new program should preclude r:currence.
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Conclusion

The amount by which the twenty averages of the eight hourly readings exceeded
rated thermal power was very small. All the averages were less than 100.1847%,
thirteen of them were less than 100.1000%, and six were less than 100.0500%.
Two factors must be considered when determining whether the unit was actually
operating above 100%. The first is that the Performance log only records an on
the hour snap-shot and provides no information on what the power history was
between the snap-shots. The second is that the thermal power calculation
accuracy is +/- 2%, (note that the OAC program is not a precision heat
balance) and that the amounts that the log shows that 100% was exceeded by are
substantially smaller than this program accuracy.

All other instrumentation and recording devices, such as nuclear instrumentation
and power meters, can be read essentially to the nearest whole percent or, at
best, the nearest 0.5%. Therefore, there are no other references to

substantiate the power levels to four decimal places.

The Operators use the output of the Thermal Outputs Program as their primary
indication of unit power level, and confirm the indication with readings from
other instrumentation. In their best judgement, evaluating to the nearest
0.5% was as close as could be reasonably considered, and generally to the nearest
whole pc;rcent. While the Thermal Outputs Program could give four decimal places,
these decimal places were not considered significant because the inputs to the
program cannot be measured to that accuracy. When the 20 discrepant power
averages are rounded to the nearest 0.5% , all readings round to 100.0% or less.

The eight data points from the Performance Log are insufficient to yield a
conclusion. Although there are statistical methods which can be applied to
situations with a small number of samples, these methods depend heavily on true
random sampling. The hourly samples in the Performance Log do not meet the
criteria for random samples. Therefore, statistical averages from the
Performance Log must be used in an advisory sense only, until che sample size is
sufficiently large for cther statistical methods to apply. When the average is
taken of all the hourly readings between May 20, 1987 and June 11, 1987,
excluding those readings during a power reduction, it comes to 99.83897%.

1 Therefore, a cause of Other has been assigned because the required number of
decimal places for thermal power readings and/or a ruling on rounding off
values had not been established. Also, the particular computer log used in the
determination did not record a representative number of samples, was not
intended for use in determining compliance with Technical Specification 1.25,
and the statistical averaging of its data would neither prove nor disprove
whether the unit actually exceeded 100% average power during particular eight
hour periods.
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A review of McGuire Licensee Event Reports (LER) indicates there have been no
previous events of a similar nature; therefore, this event is considered
an isolated event.

This event is not Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS) reportable.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:

Immediate: None

Subsequent: The Rated Thermal Power program was installed on the OAC on
August 1,1987, to provide a control Room indication of the
eight hour average power.

Planned: None

SAFETY ANALYSIS: The McGuire Safety Analysis includes a +/- 2% allowance for
calorimetric error, and a 4% allowance for controller dead band and measursment
error. The indicated overpower incidents in this report are substantially less
than either of these two allowances. Therefore, this event does not represent
a safety concern.

There were no personnel inj uries , radiation overexposures, or releases of
radioactive material as a result of this event.

This event is considered to be of no significance with respect to the health
and safety of the public.

.
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January 5, 1988

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject: McGuire Nuclear Station, Unit 1
Docket No. 50-369
Licensee Event Report 369/87-35

Gentlemen:

Pursuant to 10CFR 50.73 Sections (a)(1) and (d), attached is Licensee Event Report
369/87-35 concerning Unit 1 operating above rated thermal power. Be advised that
at the time of the event, Duke determined the event not reportable. Subsequently,
Duke has determined the event to be reportable. Therefore, this report is being

submitted in accordance with 10CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(1)(B). This event is considered
to be of no significance with respect to the health and safety of the public.

Very truly yours.

tB.sA k
,

Hal B. Tucker

SEL/198/j gc

Attachment
xc: Dr. J. Nelson Grace American Nuclear Insurers

Regional Administrator, Region II c/o Dottie Sherman, ANI Library
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission The Exchange, Suite 245
101 Marietta St., NW, Suite 2900 270 Farmington Avenue
Atlanta, GA 30323 Farmington, CT 06032

INPO Records Center Mr. Darl Hood
Suite 1500 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1100 Circle 75 Parkway Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Atlanta, GA 30339 Washington, D.C. 20555

M&M Nuclear Consultants Mr. W.T. Orders
1221 Avenue of the Americas NRC Resident Inspector
New York, NY 10020 McGuire Nuclear Station
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